
                                                          My Testimonial 

 

Since 6 years I am a professional topsorter bike-racing however al 

these years I am suffering with chronic injuries which I call – jumping 

injuries-, sometimes it is my knee that blocks, then my back hurts or 

my neck and ankles becomes stiff.  On top I have a chronic low level 

of EPO value.  I am under permanent treatment of our sports 

fysiotherapist and team doctor. For every match I need to stay at 

height, and come back as late as possible to carry out my match.  It 

costed me a fortune but also a lot of energy all this extra travelling.  

That often I thought I stop because why I do have this and others 

not? Something has to be going wrong in my body? My team doctor 

could not tell me more than ´this is you, you cannot do more than 

you do now´.  

I have searched and searched on internet but did not find a solution.  

Untill I had a horse voice and needed to go to a specialist, 

otolaryngeal, while waiting in the waiting room I spoke with a 

another person who came back for a check-up with her son and she 

told me a remarkable story. Her son had tubes in his ears for chronic 

Otitis Media for many years until she heard about Medisynx clinics 

and laboratory, he go tan individual diet and only 2 acupuncture 

treatments and was cured, his tubes were gone and never ever he 

suffered from Otitis Media anymore and also other manifestations 

are gone as horse voice, always muscle pains even with writing, and 

he has better blood values since then too. She explained all about 

incompatible food that causes chronic inflammations by your 

immunesystem and causes al kinds of manifestations, but that no 

doctor wants to look to your incompatibilities, as they consider 

certain foods as healthy for everybody. However her son could not 

have many vegetables, fruits, species and seafood. All he loved to  

eat, but made him ill.   I understood his story very well, and instantly 

knew that must be my problem too. I was only engaged by counting 



calories, fats and proteins.  She gave me the Medisynx website and I 

made an appointment right a way. At Medisynx they informed me 

comprehensively about how you become ill due to food, what is the 

treatment about, what is BASIS Plus Test and why I also need to have 

2 acupuncture treatments to clean up my lymfatic system to reset 

the homeostasis ( balance) of my immunesystem. . All so logic! 

 

Well I am so grateful to meetthis woman with her son, and that she 

was so nice to share their story with me, otherwise I would never 

ever heard about it, that´s no coincidence. 

At first acupuncture treatment I got many needles from top to toe, 

but after I felt so incredible like I was reborned. My body and head 

felt so clean, so light, my voice was not horse anymore, my knees, 

back and knees felt super really as new and felt a lot of energy. Wow 

if this feeling can stay forever, I was so happy.  

They exlained to me that in case of take in incompatibilities your cells 

will get damaged sooner, so I degenerate sooner then I can 

regenerate these cells and tissues. That is why I do not have enough 

stemmcells to make red blood cells and thus not enough EPO. Cause 

with stemmcells it is the same as with money – you can only spend it 

once, so you need to spend it to what is really necessary-. Sooo logic! 

And so was it, after 3 weeks I felt my condition improved rapidly, 

blood samples showed my EPO value raised at sealevel, where I 

normally needed to go at height-trainings. My team doctor asked me 

´what are you doing´ and I told him about my special diet alone, as I 

know he is against acupuncture, he does not want to hear anything 

of acupuncture. Maybe later. 

Since my first treatment I have no more injuries or recover fast and 

do need my fysiotherapy anymore, he said your body and muscles do 

feel so different, so flexible. I explained al lto him and he was not 

suprosed, as he siad well I have heard about it, but may not talk 



about it, as our doctors and sponsors forbid it.  Probably afraid for 

their jobs, unfortunately this is how it goes.  

Further I noticed many more changes, some of them I thought were 

normal, like sleeping -in, even night before a match I sleep perfectly, 

no more restlessness in bed, no more urinating in the night (nocturia) 

getting up fresh and fit, never any headache anymore, and needed 

less strenght of my glasses, they say soon you are able to see even 

without glasses. No more tinnitus in my ears, I always heard a noise 

of a rushing sea (ssssss), my toenail lost its mycose (mould) and is 

almost as new. Well to much to meantion, unbelievable isnt´it? I 

always thought that our medical team knows all, that only they have 

knowledge about the best food for topsporters.  Well no though. 

 

My achievements are magnificent, went from subtop to top and have 

super times at clock and I can even train harder and more intensively 

cause I have more energy, so yes I go for the TOP for a golden medal.  

Doctor Vink who developped this treatment she is a real Topper, as it 

was really not easy to go upstream and she experienced a lot of 

resistance and derisive laughter of her collegues and governments, 

but well they are probably jalous, beacuse who can be against an 

effective sustainable curative and preventive treatment???  

To all sporters I would like to tell, take my results as serious.   

 

Niels, my alias as I do not want to get problems with my sponsors. 

 

 


